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Community Supported Agriculture, centered at our Intervale Community Farm. 

OVERALL COMPLIANCE.  Non-compliance on End #1 
Interpretation/definition.  ICF is organized to include people, specifically members, in 

the life of the farm.  It is this inclusive social relationship, coupled with the uncommon 
economic model of paying up front for a non-specific quantity of food, which to me 
define a CSA.  All of our activities must support the development, operation, and 
success of our Intervale-based community farm. 

 
Data:   
 Polices E1-E6, as outlined below, define the approach we take toward making this 

wonderful goal a reality.  Our Intervale location continues to be the physical and social 
center of all ICF activities from growing to distribution, education to community 
service. 

 2011 was a doozy for ICF: four major floods, culminating with Hurricane Irene on 
August 29th.  Spring flooding severely hampered our spring planting and early 
production; post-Irene flooding resulted in total crop loss, truncation of our summer 
share 7 weeks early, and cancellation of our 2011-2012 winter share.   

 Despite these disruptions, ICF is finishing 2011 in reasonably good shape socially and 
financially.  Members have been very supportive of ICF in this rough season, joining 
the cooperative at a record pace.  Between donations, loans, and spending adjustments, 
ICF looks to finish out 2011 only marginally down from our financial targets. 
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End #1:  A variety of local, organic produce and related food products for 
members of ICF. 

NON-COMPLIANT.   
Interpretation/definition.  I see this as the pre-eminent end of the ICF.  All else aside, this is 

how we thrive or sink.  Our charge is to grow the food that members want to eat in terms of 
quality, selection, and cost. 
Specifically, ‘variety’ means that ICF offers a continually-changing spread of 8 or more 
crops for at least 32 summer pickups and for at least 14 winter pickups.  As a minimum, ICF 
should distribute for 20 summer share weeks, and 8 winter share weeks. (Sixteen winter 
share weeks total, due to alternating pickups.)  I take ‘local’ to be within 50 miles.1  I 
currently define ‘organic’ as conformity with the USDA National Organic standards, as 
interpreted and enforced by our certifier, Vermont Organic Farmers, LLC.2  I take ‘produce’ 
to mean all things consumable we offer at the ICF.  This would include vegetables, herbs, 
and fruits, but also flowers and bedding plants.  Hence the word ‘consumable’ instead of 
‘edible’.  I see ‘related food products’ as those which fit our ends and member’s interest but 
we do not grow at the ICF.  In my monitoring reports, I usually refer to ‘related food 
products’ as ‘supplemental products’, as this is our operational moniker. 

 Desired Long-Term Outcomes and short-term goals. Our short-term goals are to 
successfully implement the annual crop plan, which is based on growing what members want 
to eat.  We aim to do this while maintaining a solid share value, generally 30% savings over 
retail.  Long-term, we aim to gradually increase the diversity of available crops (particularly 
for the winter share), the portion of the year for which food is available from ICF, and the 
percentage of diet that can be acquired through ICF.  In general, though, food production 
(End #1) is mostly a short-term goal; the long term goals tend to fall in the whys and hows of 
the food production, which are fairly well covered by our other ends policies. 

Data:   
Priority. As a percentage of budget dollars and work hours, vastly more of our resources are 
used for the direct business of growing and moving food than for any other single activity.  
While I don’t have an exact figure, based on rough labor costs, production expenses and 
such, I estimate that 3/4 of our budget is directly related to food production.  The remaining 
¼ is related to food production in varying levels from the proximal to the oblique. 
Variety & longevity: We missed most of our aggregate production targets for the summer 
share of 2011, due to lousy spring planting and establishment conditions and the complete 
loss of crops to Irene in late August.  Our summer share lasted a mere 26 pickups (14 weeks, 
minus one for the week of the hurricane), down from a typical 42-44 pickups.  During this 
abbreviated summer share, we provided 8 or more crops for 21 of 26 (Mondays plus 
Thursdays) pickups. All told, we grew some 200ish varieties of about 50 harvestable crops. 
For the 2010-2011 winter share, we provided at least 8 crops for all 18 pickups. (Group 1 and 
Group 2 together).  

                                                
1  This definition of ‘local’ is taken from the ICF 2006 Member Survey results.  About 2/3 of respondents defined 
‘local’ as 50 miles from ICF, inclusive of those responding in the ‘100 miles’ and ‘Vermont’ groups. 
2  Vermont Organic Farmers, LLC (VOF) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Northeast Organic Farming 
Association of Vermont (NOFA-VT). 
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According to survey and share value3 results, many of the crops that are most beloved by 
members are also those comprising a large portion of the economic value of the share. This 
was the case in 2011, despite the weather.  For example, tomatoes, annually first or second 
on the member preference list, placed first on the 2011 share value list.  Salad mix, always a 
1st or 2nd score in preference, ranked #2 in 2011 valuation.  While many of our favorite crops 
were lost, our preference to value correlation was still pretty good. 
Worth noting also is the distinction between intention, i.e. what the crop plan stipulates, and 
the actual yield, which largely determines share value (and preferences, to some degree).  
The crop plan and the surveyed preferences are always very similar.  While I discount the 
possibilities of many more berries or sweet corn (though this could shift with the addition of 
the compost fields), the remaining preference-priority largely matches the crop plan.  We 
were able to grow a bit more sweet corn in 2011, though the demand still is beyond our 
expansion plans. Other crops where the values lagged the preference (or the values exceeded 
the preference) are largely related to seasonal variation in yield and quality.  Daily 
management assessments of agricultural priorities are also pinned to the preference-to-value 
equation, with crops at the bottom of the preference and value lists being the most likely 
victims to be neglected or dispatched in the daily triage of farming. 
Local.  All food distributed by ICF in 2011 was grown or produced within 50 miles of ICF.  
I’m not specifically considering ingredients in bread -- though this winter some of our winter 
rye found its way into Bread & Butter farm loaves -- merely the production location of the 
bakery.  Likewise, feed sources for livestock (or sources for ICF operational inputs) are not 
included in the reckoning.  That said, all of the 2011 supplemental products – bread, chicken, 
eggs, goat cheese, honey, and maple syrup – originated within 50 miles. 

 Organic.  ICF was certified in 2011 by VOF.  Some of our supplemental products – Does’ 
Leap goat cheese, Dragonfly Sugarworks syrup, City Chicks broiler chickens -- are certified 
organic.  The others are either non-certified organic or sustainably-managed. 

 Related Food Products.  ICF offered for sale (either directly or indirectly) bread, chicken, 
eggs, goat cheese, honey, and maple syrup in 2011. 

 ICF Members.  Nearly all of our output winds up on our members’ tables.  Best guess, about 
8% of our produce (in dollar sales) wound up in non-CSA channels, either direct to members 
(e.g. extra tomatoes) or wholesale.  In 2011, we sold about $248,500 for summer share sales 
(up from $235,000 in 2010) and $0 in winter share sales (down from $48,000 in 2010-2011), 
for a total of $248,500 in CSA shares.  Aggregate retail values for the same veggies 
calculated at about $273,000.  In tonnage, CSA members shares totaled around 120,000 lbs. 
down about 100,000lbs from 2010. 
Performance against short-term goals and long-term outcomes.  We had a lousy spring 
and an absent fall, with an excellent summer sandwiched in between.  Share values for the 
year showed members received a bonus of 15-25%, using our standard share value yardstick, 
down from our typical 50%+. Short-term we did OK with the conditions we faced. 
Regarding long-term objectives, we continued to experiment new veggie crops such as sweet 
potatoes (great this year, except lost to Irene.)  Our big move, though, is securing the former 

                                                
3 See End 6, Interpretation & Definition, below, for definition of share value. 
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compost fields and launching our Fourth Season Project.  This will allow us to add summer 
pick-your-own and offer a 12-month CSA share once we’ve constructed the ½ acre of 
greenhouses that form the cornerstone of the project.  While we are only at the beginning of 
the project, our ability to secure the land is a huge step in the direction of more food for more 
of the year. 
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End #2:  A thriving farm ecosystem. 
COMPLIANT. 
Overall interpretation/definition (all interpretations unchanged since 2008).  A thriving 

farm ecosystem has healthy soil, clean water, and healthy plants, with a wide variety of plant, 
fungal, bacterial, invertebrate and vertebrate species, all the while producing bounteous 
crops.  It would also use energy efficiently and conservatively, and minimize use of 
hazardous materials. 

Interpretation/Definition/Goals:  Healthy soils.4  Soil Improvement goals: 

a. Increase soil organic matter (SOM). SOM is essentially a measure of the amount of 
carbon in the soil available as microbial food, and an indirect predictor of soil biota.  
Biological activity is the basis of plant sustenance in a sustainable farming system.  SOM 
is probably the most important measurement of healthy soil.  Specific goal is to increase 
soil organic matter to 2.5% average in the Tower field, and 3.5% average on the home 
farm and Easter Island, then maintain SOM at or near those levels. 
b. Improve soil physical characteristics.  Physical characteristics such as compaction 
(or lack thereof) and aggregate stability (how well little crumbs of soil remain in tact or 
shatter) are indicators of overall soil health.  While they are to some degree a function of 
sufficient SOM, they are influenced substantially by farming practices.  Specific goals are 
to reduce tillage frequency and severity, reduce soil compaction, and improve 
aggregation and aggregate stability. 
c. Balance soil chemistry.  Balancing soil chemistry is largely a process of adding the 
right nutrients – of any source – in the right ratios to preserve or influence soil nutrient 
levels to move in a particular direction.  The aim is to have a generally balanced soil, and 
then annually to tailor is slightly to the particular needs of each crop.  Specific long-term 
goals are to bring soil test levels in the ‘optimum’ range for all macro and major 
nutrients, while maintaining pH near 6.5 and achieving a ‘base saturation ratio’ near the 
ideal of 20:4:1, Ca:Mg:K. 

Interpretation/Definition/Goals:  Clean and appropriate water use. 
a. Prevent and reduce water pollution.  While runoff-derived surface water pollution 
is of significant concern on many livestock and hill farms, being flat and lacking animals 
we have relatively low potential for surface water pollution.  We maintain sufficient 
riparian buffers to protect nearby surface waters, and farm to avoid groundwater 
pollution.  Groundwater pollution is commonplace where large volumes of soluble nitrate 
fertilizers are used; we employ few of these products.  We aim to reduce our use of 
soluble fertilizer and increase the percentage of the year that our soils are in actively 
growing crops.  Vigorous crops and green manures take up soluble nutrients and prevent 
them from leaching into groundwater. 
b. Use necessary water efficiently.  Considerable water is required to grow and wash 
hydrophilic crops like vegetables.  Crop growth and quality are often a function of 
providing sufficient water, so the downside of inadequate water is significant.  On the 

                                                
4  Though not the primary interest of the membership nor the most common topic of conversation at the Board, soils 
are the foundation of a healthy agriculture so I spell out a bit more in this report.  Plus, I’m a farmer, and I can’t help 
myself. 
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other hand excessive use of water wastes energy and nutrients.  In our climate, the water 
itself is not truly wasted, as excess largely returns to the groundwater for later reuse. 
c. Secure an adequate supply of high-quality and safe water for all uses.  Safe water is 
free from microbial and chemical contaminants, while water of inferior quality may be 
safe but have characteristics (iron, calcium, turbidity) that limit its use. 

Interpretation/definition/goals:  Energy sustainability. 

a. Reduce energy input per calorie output.  Overall system efficiency can be 
measured by the amount of energy in (tractors, materials, transportation, cooling, heating, 
etc.) relative to the energy value (calories) of the food we produce.  Typical conventional 
systems input more energy than they produce in food value.  Many organic systems are 
an improvement, but miss the ultimate goal of returning more energy than they consume.  
At this time, I look only at overall farm energy; some crops are clear energy users and 
some are clear energy producers. 
b. Use renewable energy and sustainable materials.  ICF strives to increase our 
use of solar, biofuel, and wind energy, in all sectors of our operation.  We also aim to 
increase the use of renewable, degradable, and non-hazardous materials. 

Interpretation/definition/goals:  Habitat security. 
a. Protect, preserve and foster habitat for Intervale creatures.  By employing 
biological pest management solutions, we can reduce the use of pesticides and other high-
impact control strategies to a minimum.  Farming in habitat-enhancing manner can also 
help to control pests and foster diverse creatures. 
Data:  Healthy soils.  Long term, ICF has slowly but steadily increased soil organic 
matter in our fields, gradually improved physical characteristics, and altered soil 
chemistry to be more suitable for crop growth.  The difficult part of improving soils is 
that many of the activities necessary for crop growth are the same things that degrade 
soil. Consequently, my goal is that we make incremental improvements toward a 
healthier system.   The Cornell soil health team rolled out a much more sophisticated soil 
test recently that we began using in 2011; it analyzes soil health in a much deeper and 
more useful way than the standard tests we and others have used in years prior.  Our 2011 
tests showed a surprisingly low (to us) level of overall soil quality, with summary values 
around 50/100.   See figure 1 below for an example of the test results. 
a. Increase soil organic matter. Soil tests are the most readily available quantitative 
measure of biological and chemical properties.  On average, we test every other year.  
While far from a perfect assessment tool, SOM levels have increased from an average 
around 1.6% in the Tower Field (our main production field) to around 1.8% during the 
years we have farmed it.  As I understand it, we should hope to get up to 2.5-3% given 
our soil, but even that might be unrealistic to obtain or sustain.  Interestingly, little 
research has been done on maximum sustainable SOM levels in different soil types. Our 
other soils near the pick-up area vary from 2% to 4.1% SOM.  Much of the variation 
results from subtle difference in soil type, though the additional 9 years of ICF 
management has also contributed toward the SOM levels.   
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Interesting to me, is that the physical and chemical sides of the ledger are our stronger 
points, and the biological the weak point.  This is counter to the stereotype of organic 
farms, often perceived to have excellent soil biota, but lacking in chemical nutrition.  
Based on these tests, and follow-ups in future years, I expect we will alter our overall soil 
management approach to work on the biology more.   
SOM is increased by adding compost, green manures, crop residues, manure or any 
biologically-based material.  Up to point, the more you add, the more SOM increases.  
We are limited by the cost of materials, and by the number of acres we lease, and by the 

Figure 1:  Cornell Soil Health Test Results Summary 
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growing awareness that applying scads and heaps of compost or manure annually leads to 
excessive soil phosphorous levels (cf ‘Balance soil chemistry’ below).   
I used to have an annual objective of spreading either a 20 yd3/acre application of 
compost or incorporating a significant green manure crop on every acre of the farm, but 
in the past 2-3 years we’ve moved away from using as much compost, due the increasing 
awareness of excess phosphorus being a potential problem.  On erodible land, it is a 
threat to the watershed and Lake Champlain; in our case, that risk is fairly low, but high 
levels can interfere with other nutrient uptake.   We continue to use compost, though in 
lesser quantities. 
The most sustainable strategy is to increase the acreage we have growing green manure 
crops.  We took a significant step forward in 2009 with the addition of the Easter Island 
field; adding the Compost lands will increase our land base as well.  Taken together, 
we’ve upped our land base by about 12 acres while adding 3-4 acres in production.  The 
remainder has gone into green manures, increasing soil organic matter and growing 
nitrogen for our vegetable crops, the most sustainable nitrogen fertilization approach. 
b. Improve soil physical characteristics.  More difficult to assess than SOM, though 
the Cornell tests offers some yardsticks for us to look at in future years.  In general, 
increasing SOM improves physical characteristics such as aggregate stability (through an 
increase in humates and other ‘sticky’ substances that bind soil particles together) and 
moisture holding ability (by adding more charged receptors to attract water molecules).  
While influenced by SOM, physical properties are chiefly a function of the mineral 
portion of the soil, which is not feasibly altered on acreage scale.  In our case, we have 
primarily sandy loams, with about a quarter silt loams.  The controllable element, aside 
from our management of SOM, is our physical treatment of the soil, primarily how we 

plow, disc, harrow, rototill, 
cultivate, and drive on it.  
Working the soil at the 
wrong time (too wet or too 
dry), or excessively can 
contribute to physical 
breakdown.  On our farm, 
the type and frequency of 
tillage (soil preparation) 
and other soil work has the 
biggest impact on the soil 
characteristics.  In sandy 
soils, generally the less 
tillage and driving on the 
soil, the better the physical 
properties of the soil.  
Vegetable farming is also 
typically more damaging 
to soil structure than many 
other types of farming, as 
we are working the soil 

Figure 1:  Becky zone tills winter rye green manure. 
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much more frequently and to a much finer seedbed. 
In 2006, we purchased a chisel plow, which breaks up compacted layers of soil 

deeper in the soil profile, while reducing damage to aggregates by minimizing inversion 
of the soil profile.  We use it more each year.  In 2010 we participated in a UVM 
Extension research project (and expected to in 2011, but couldn’t) examining zone tillage 
technology in vegetables, which reduces the amount of soil we work in a field from the 
entire field to a set of narrow strips.  In the ideal world, we make these strips in a thick 
cover crop (Figure 2), plant our vegetables in the strip and don’t have to weed or worry 
until harvest.  We hope to apply some of our 2010 lessons to the 2012 crops and keep 
working with the zone tiller. 
c. Balance soil chemistry.  Our soil chemical profile has consistently improved 
through the years, perhaps more than both of biological and the physical properties.  This 
is largely because it is the easiest to modify.  When I began at ICF most of our soils were 
low in potassium and often magnesium and calcium as well.  As of our last analyses, our 
results fell largely in the moderate to high range for potassium, calcium, and magnesium.  
This is largely a result of additions of compost, mineral fertilizers, and lime, with the 
regular use of green manure cover crops to reduce the amount lost to leaching.  The 
second aspect of nutrient management is to make sure that the chemical nutrients exist in 
the proper relationship to each other.   
We inherited soils with excessive phosphorous, and continue to add to that vast store in 
the soil by regular additions of compost.  We can only reduce it by depleting it through 
crop harvests, and long-term reduce the amount that we add to the soil.  The challenge of 
this is that we need the compost applications to increase organic matter, but they are our 
primary source of added phosphorous.  We are fortunate, however, in that our additions 
of phosphorous pose little environmental risk, as phosphorous is unlikely to leach into the 
groundwater, and we have very little erosion of soil that actually leaves the farm.  
Regarding base saturation ratio, this is moving in the right direction, as we add nutrients 
in the proper ratios.   

Data:  Clean and Appropriate Water Use.   
a. Prevent and reduce water pollution.  In general ICF has little negative impact in 

terms of pollution or pollution risk.  We maintain stream buffers and setbacks along 
the Winooski River in excess of recommendations.  This, combined with our lack of 
sloping land and clay soils, makes water runoff from ICF unlikely.  Even in flooding 
events, our soils are protected from most erosion by the riparian vegetation and the 
presence of crop residues & green manures that anchor the soil in place.  We saw 
more erosion during Irene-flooding than I’ve seen in 20 years.  Despite this, none of 
our soil left the field, and the river bank were entirely stable.  Geologically speaking 
one would expect this, as a floodplain is largely a depositional environment, where 
material is left behind.   
We’ve converted much of our tractor and tool fleet to fully-biodegradable, vegetable-
based lubricants and coolants.  We still have some equipment to transition, it has 
reduced our potential water quality impact in the unlikely event of a spillage, 
accident, or flooding. 
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b. Use necessary water efficiently.  We use water to irrigate and wash produce.  
Generally, we’ve been increasing the amount we irrigate, as it does lead to increased 
yields and quality in most crops.  With our 2009 VHCB Farm Viability Program 
Implementation grant we were able to upgrade our irrigation system to a more 
efficient pump and a less leaky main pipeline.   We continue to upgrade and improve 
our equipment to reduce irrigation system losses.  Increasing our soil organic matter 
and reducing tillage will also serve to reduce the quantity of water we use, as both of 
these practices increase the moisture holding capacity of the soil. 

c. Secure an adequate supply of high-quality and safe water for all uses.  We will 
continue to use the well on the home farm for washing and irrigation of the 
surrounding fields.  We test for microbial contamination at least annually, treating as 
necessary to meet Vermont Health Department drinking water standards.  In 2011 
water quality and safety was excellent from this well.  
High-quality and safe water for irrigation in the Tower Field is much more elusive.  
We currently irrigate from the Winooski River, which has all of the potential 
contaminants of the entire Winooski River watershed, from farm runoff to industrial 
waste.  Long term, we continue to advocate for and work toward a cleaner Winooski 
River.  Fortunately, high contaminant levels in rivers tend to follow quickly on the 
heels of precipitation, and that same precipitation typically reduces our need to water.  
Irrigation for Easter Island is low quality water with high iron levels, but safe and 
lacking microbes.  Water for the new compost lands will be an interesting 
conundrum, as we don’t have well near enough, nor easy access to the Winooski. 
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Data:  Energy Sustainability. 
a.  Reduce energy input per calorie output.  Overall system efficiency depends on 

designing for less energy consumption and in using more efficient technologies 
when we do use energy.  I’m using an energy analysis authored in the fall of 2006 
by two UVM interns (Peter Merritt & Evan Reiss[now of Family Cow Farmstead, 
Hinesburg]) as the baseline for change.  Though the figures aren’t that accurate 
for 2011, they do give a sense of where the most energy is used on the farm.  
They worked with raw data from 2005 for their analysis. 

 
Figure 3: Schematic distribution of ICF energy use, 2005 

We use energy in several ways:  heating (greenhouse and winter squash storage), 
cooling (walk-in, freezer, and display cooler), transportation (on the farm, off the 
farm, and member trips to ICF), motive power (tractor work), and pumping 
(irrigation and washing).  According to Merritt and Reiss, in 2005, 41% of ICF 
energy use was propane for the greenhouse.  Another 24% fell to diesel and 
gasoline for tractors and trucks.  Electricity use accounted for 16% of our total 
consumption.  The remaining 20% is split many ways in the embodied energy 
(energy required to make, transport, operate) of the entire farm, from 
polypropylene floating row cover and greenhouse polyethylene, to the energy 
required to produce seeds, build barns, and so on.  Our overall distribution has 
changed since 2005, and I would like to find an intern to update the analysis this 
year.   

i. Heating.  We heat our greenhouse and the squash room.  The squash room 
is pretty thrifty, without serious wall, ceiling, and floor insulation and 
limited openings for heat to escape.  We make it through the entire winter 
on around 100 gallons of propane.  By contrast, the greenhouse is a sieve, 
consuming in excess of 1000 gallons of propane, primarily over a six-
week period.  In 2009 we installed our biomass pellet furnace, acquired 
with 50% cost-share funding through UVM Extension.  After much 
fiddling over the previous three years, we had a successful heating season 
in 2011, relying on field corn from Addison county as our primary fuel.  
Best back of the envelope analysis is that we are using biomass for about 
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75% of our greenhouse fuel BTUs; I believe this is about our maximum, 
given our need for backup heat, supplemental heat, and intermittent heat 
that only fossil fuels can provide easily.  We are constantly evaluating 
corn vs. wood pellets as a fuel source, looking at BTU output/ton, cost, 
sustainability, and ease of use.  We mix it up as appropriate.  Looking 
ahead, we’ll need to do our homework if we ultimately get permission and 
opt to add heating to our Fourth Season Project greenhouses. 

ii. Cooling energy use dropped somewhat in 2011, with the re-tool and 
addition of efficient motors and outside air economizer system in our 
walk-in. The Free-Aire system draws in cold external air to cool the walk-
in during fall and winter months, instead of relying on the electro-
mechanical standard refrigeration controls.  Actual energy savings are 
difficult to say now, as we only had data from January – March, but the 
upgraded motors certainly saved us and the system will over the long-
term.  Projected economic savings show a 3.5 year payback.  I am 
spending some time presently looking into the state of the art efficiency 
technologies for the new cooler we’ll construct as part of our Fourth 
Season Project expansion.   

iii. Transportation energy was approximately the same this year, though I’m 
amazed at the amount of gasoline we use in our trucks, given they travel 
very few miles, and this presents an opportunity for us to look for 
improvements.  We continue to encourage carpooling, cycling, and 
walking through our Greenstamps program to reduce energy use getting to 
and from the farm. 

iv. Motive Power.   Our tractor energy use is relatively stable, though we 
have some potential for reducing by farming better. As we improve our 
long term weed control, increase soil organic matter, and reduce tillage, 
we’ll reduce the number of trips across the field in the tractors and the 
number of hours pumping water.  As we’ve upgraded our equipment line, 
we’ve increased our efficiency.  Since we’ve expanded our acreage, we 
may not see a big drop in total fuel consumption, but our fuel use per acre 
should drop.  We improved slightly this year, as we were able to move 
some chores from our 80 HP tractor to our new 56 HP tractor, reducing 
fuel used for those tasks accordingly. 

b. Use renewable energy and sustainable materials.   ICF strives to increase our use of 
solar, biofuel, and wind energy, in all sectors of our operation.  We used biodiesel for 
much of our fuel in 2010, approximately 70% of our overall motive fuel 
consumption. Unfortunate for us, our biodiesel supplier closed up shop in early 2011, 
and finding no suitable substitute, we are back on dead dinos.  We’ll keep looking for 
biodiesel suppliers, but efficiency will drive our use more than alternative fuels.  As I 
mentioned above, we’ve switched many of the tractors to greener fluids:  veggie 
based transmission, hydraulic, and gear oils and grease, and propylene glycol coolant.  
We’ll work to source the most sustainable materials for our Fourth Season build out. 
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Data:  Habitat Security.  ICF used a variety of pest control and avoidance strategies this season, 
from crop rotation and crop selection, to pest exclusion and timing-based avoidance.  
In general we keep our number of pesticide sprays low (less than 10 total), and 
employed primarily selective (as opposed to broadly toxic) materials to minimize 
wider ecological impact.   

 While we did not specifically focus on adding habitat for beneficial creatures, our 
fields, with generous wooded and brushy borders, grassy strips, and weedy patches, 
allow for a diverse arthropod community.  We employed parasitic wasps to control 
caterpillars in our sweet corn, and kept the blackbirds out with recorded predator and 
distress calls. 

 ICF hosted three farm research projects in 2011:  SARE Partnership grant on Swede 
Midge, compost suppression of Alternaria diseases, and the Zone Tillage project 
explained above.  All three projects were rendered untenable by spring flooding and 
Irene.  We intend to keep working with researchers in 2012, and I expect we’ll see at 
least two of these inquiries at ICF next year.
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End #3:  A vibrant and interactive community of farmers/producers 
and eaters. 

COMPLIANT.   
Interpretation/definition  While ‘eaters’ can include nearly anybody, I take this policy 
primarily as a mandate for fostering meaningful relationships between and among staff and 
members.  Since we are a place-based organization (cf. E Global), I also see the ‘vibrant and 
interactive’ clause as implying relationship with the place as well as the people.  We achieve a 
‘vibrant and interactive community’ when we create a place for members and farmers to rub 
elbows, when we emphasize human relationships, and when we provide the context for people to 
enjoy other people and the land.  In my mind, a vibrant and interactive community also implies a 
certain level of knowledge about the farm and the ICF community, and a certain level of 
happiness and satisfaction with membership. 
Data.  Fostering Meaningful Relationships.  ICF members and staff form a working, thriving 
community.  We interact regularly, between and within both groups.  Our farm is organized in 
ways directly shaped by the desire to foster these human and land relationships.  For instance: 

a. Pick-Your-Own crops.  ICF devotes significant resources to establishing and 
maintaining PYO opportunities.  PYO gets members out into the fields, interacting 
with each other, the land and the crops.  It is a major avenue for member participation 
in the farm.  Since the later 1990s, when PYO became enshrined as a major member 
participation strategy and farm organization principle, the membership has self-
selected for those interested in PYO.  In 2001, 90% of surveyed respondents averaged 
more than ½ hour at the ICF each week.  Though this was the last time we 
specifically asked about time spent at the farm, it implies a fair amount of PYO, and I 
don’t think that the membership profile has changed much in this regard.  2011 was a 
challenging year in PYO, because we lost so much of it to early flooding and an 
inability to plant and replant.  We’ll have a much more secure PYO spread once we 
can move some PYO to the compost fields. 

b. Staffing.  Many CSA farmers are not present during their distribution times, or are 
around in a minimal capacity.  A longstanding organizing principle of ICF has been 
to foster direct connection between farmers and members during the pickup times.  
While I am always looking for ways to efficiently reduce staffing levels, this is 
always balanced with the objective of providing a constant presence at pickups. 
Comments on our annual surveys support the importance and impact of personal 
connection; many of the comments we receive speak directly to the staff-eater 
relationship in a very positive manner. 

c. Pick-up Organization.  Our pick-ups are largely organized in a way to encourage 
relationships.  Pick-up is concentrated temporally and physically.  Prior to having 250 
or so members, we didn’t have enough people to ignite much intra-member 
community; human relationships were primarily between the individual member and 
farmer.  With a larger membership, we have sufficient critical mass to sustain an 
ongoing community reaction.  Likewise, the fact that we require members to come to 
the farm, to bag their own produce, and to show up during a relatively short window 
of time leads to a greater level of interaction.  The addition of the children’s garden in 
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2007 was another great strategy for keeping people engaged in the farm.  In 2011, we 
targeted more resources to member interaction at pickups, increasing the number of 
food sample & cooking demos and offering tractor wagon rides in response to our 
lack of early PYO.  Those activities, coupled with the exciting paint-your-own 
plywood veggies, helped everyone keep a sunny disposition through a rough start to 
the season.  Given that all were very well received, we’ll consider which to continue 
in 2012. 

d. Working memberships.  ICF had 19 working members in 2011.  By offering working 
memberships, ICF offers a deeper farm experience to those members interested, while 
also benefiting form the work they provide. Many Board members have first served 
the ICF as working members.   It also serves as an affordability ‘bridge’ for members 
who don’t qualify for Supported Shares or those who do but wish to save more. 

e. Board.  Like a working membership, serving on the Board provides members a 
meaningful avenue for engaging in the ICF in a deeper way.  These involvement 
strategies can be cumulative; those who have a great time at pick-up are likely to 
become working members; many working members have go on to become Board 
members.  Many of the most committed participants in our annual meeting and other 
formal and informal discussions are former Board members and working members. 

f. Gleaning.  New in 2011, Becky organized a working-member directed ICF gleaning 
program.  Sparked by former harvest working member Ali Douglas, the gleaners met 
on Tuesday mornings to harvest opportunity from crops abandoned, picked-over, or 
otherwise not used by the farm crew.  The gleaned crops were then routed to the 
Intervale Center’s gleaning program and distributed through various channels from 
there.  We had a lousy season to start the program, given that there weren’t many 
veggies to glean, but member response was positive.  We expect to continue the 
program in 2012. 

g. Emergency Helpers.  We’ve collected the names of people interested in helping in the 
event of a disaster, and 2011 was the first time we activated the list.  Our member 
volunteers were among the few bright spots on the sunny day of August 29th as the 
waters were rising.  This is an important and rewarding program for us to continue. 

Data:  Knowledge of and Satisfaction with the Farm.  I generally use the member surveys 
heavily to evaluate this element.  This year, for the first time in memory, we didn’t do 
a survey, partially out of oversight, and partially from discouragement. 
In absence of the survey, I look to a few other data points.  First, we received copious 
support and sympathy after both our spring and fall emergency mailings.  This 
translated to offers of help, financial assistance, and in the wake of Irene, co-op 
memberships and installments on same.  Taken together, these proxy for member 
satisfaction, though their reach is less than that of the survey.   
While our website became more useful and beautiful in 2010, 2011 was the year that 
ICF really got going on Facebook, led by bookkeeper Kathie Sullivan.  We now have 
lots of Friends? Followers? (you can tell I’m not the Facebook administrator) – 
nearing 200.  The fact that many people are registered with ICF and interacting online 
is also a good thing.  A fair number of the Irene emergency helpers came not through 
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our self-identified emergency helper list, but in response to 11th hour Facebook and 
website postings – affirming the power of the e-media world.
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End #4:  Sustainable and fulfilling jobs for staff. 
COMPLIANT.  Very similar to 2010 report. 
Interpretation/definition:  I take sustainable and fulfilling employment to be a job that is 
stimulating mentally and physically, enjoyable to discharge, provides a reasonable wage and 
reasonable security, and leaves one feeling good at the end of the day.  I believe that the ICF is 
fundamentally a teaching farm, despite the fact that we are also focused on production. 
Desired Long-Term Outcomes and short-term goals.  In any given year, the immediate aim is 
to get through the year with happy staff, a completed workplan, and personal energy left over.  
Long term, I’d like to increase the number of well-compensated, multi-year positions and 
employees.  Much will hinge on the developments in the move toward a single-payer health plan 
in Vermont.  If we can reduce our health plan cost somewhat, that will make full-year positions 
with decent wages much more possible.  In the even that we do assume control of the Intervale 
Compost site, I expect we would add 1-2 full-year positions and 1-2 seasonal positions. 
Data:  Overall, employment at the Intervale Community Farm is sustainable and fulfilling.  
Employees are happy to work at the ICF, speak well of it after they leave and we have positive 
employer image that brings in many more qualified employment applications than we are able to 
accept.   As data, I pull notes from employee meetings, consider wage info, and offer my own 
observations. 
In 2011, staff morale was high, with many staff comments on the ‘fun’, ‘great’, ‘super’ group of 
other employees.  In employee meetings, seasonal employees consistently comment that the farm 
provides them with great learning opportunities, is a rewarding place to work, is organized in a 
fashion conducive to productive work, and gives them responsibility and flexibility in their jobs.   
One of the challenges accompanying the growth of the farm is the increase in quantity of rote 
tasks.  Whereas there once was 10 hours of weeding necessary each week, now there might be 
100.  As such, it often ends up falling to less experienced and less trained employees to do more 
of this work.  In the end, I aim to pay attention to providing all employees a diversity of tasks, 
but this is not always what happens.  I recall the concept of ‘balanced job complexes’ from a 
book on alternative economics I read many years ago.  The basic idea is that all workers need 
some opportunity for mental stimulation, and that all workers should have some part of the 
routine tasks that need to happen.  I constantly hold this in mind as we work through each 
season.  I think that in the end it makes the jobs more interesting for most employees, though it 
also often results in a lower labor efficiency, since less-trained employees end up doing more-
demanding tasks at which they are less practiced.  This also results in my management appearing 
(and sometimes being) more tentative, as I often am balancing these factors along with the 
completion of tasks at hand.   
ICF does a great job of providing sustainable and secure jobs for Becky and I as the core farm 
staff.   It is a privilege to have any job for which one is reasonably compensated, working 
reasonable hours, and enjoys a great deal of popular support.  Compared to many farmers, are 
lives are happy and reasonable.  Not without difficulty, stress, or uncertainty, but genuinely more 
fortunate than many of those in our ‘field.’  Regarding economic compensation, the 10/5/2011 
monitoring of L3 Compensation and Benefits addresses the specifics of staff wages and benefits.   
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End #5:  Benefits for the wider community. 
COMPLIANT.  
 
Interpretation/definition.  I define ‘benefits’ widely -- direct food donations, sharing of staff 
expertise and mentoring, ICF’s farmer training apprenticeship, school food field trips, internship 
placements, and a stable market for other farms.  I see our ‘wider community’ as primarily a 
local one, and primarily directed towards those engaged in agriculture, food security, and 
education, though not exclusive of other elements.  
 
Data:  Direct Produce Donations.  In 2011 our direct food donations were on the order of 

3000lbs, this is less than half of our typical food donations, due to the truncated season. 
We expect this to rebound in 2012.  A fair amount of our donated food still goes to the 
Chittenden Emergency Food Shelf  and the Burlington School District. This was our 17th 
year of growing seedlings for the Chittenden Community Action community gardener 
seedling giveaway in May, this year providing around 6000 combined plants of tomatoes, 
peppers, melons, cabbage, and broccoli. 

 
Supporting Farms and Farmers.  ICF serves as a technical resource and 
lending/leasing library for farms throughout the Intervale and beyond.  Our support of 
learning by farming-inclined employees continued apace, as we spend many hours over 
the season training and working with our less experienced staff members.   
 
We served as official mentors to no incubator farms in the Intervale in 2011, though in 
many years we do.  This has more to do with a lack of new businesses than a lack on our 
part.   Becky served as a direct mentor to another farmer in Chittenden county, through a 
NOFA-VT mentoring program.   
 
In 2011, ICF served as a partner in the nascent UVM Farmer Training Program.  The FTP 
is a 6 month program with classroom and field instruction run by UVM Continuing 
Education.  Participants work on the program ‘home farm’ at the UVM Hort Farm, and 
also work at partner farms in the community such as ICF.  Our role is to provide some 
perspective on the nature of a commercial operation, and in our case, training about 
CSAs.  As expected, the first year of any program is not without bumps, though mostly 
ICF wasn’t affected by the startup blues.  Becky and I for the most part enjoyed ourselves 
and ICF’s role in the program, and ICF was compensated fairly for our involvement.  We 
expect to continue ICF’s participation in the future, in a reduced role more consistent 
with the developing goals of the program. 
 
On average, we field an inquiry a week from local and distant farmers on some topic or 
another.  We had several paid consulting or presenting gigs in 2011, from NOFA-VT 
workshops on and off farms, to hosting and lecturing at UVM Classes, supporting the 
Success on Farms program of the Intervale Center, and collaborating and advising on 
major grant applications for Intervale Center and UVM Plant and Soil Science.  Becky 
also serves as a useful agricultural reference for the Intervale Center’s work with the 
Association of Africans Living in Vermont New Farms for New Americans program.  
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Andy also agreed to serve as President of the Vermont Vegetable and Berry Growers 
Association in January of 2011. 
 
Community Education.  The movement toward providing fresh and local foods in 
schools has become a significant element of our End#5 strategy in recent years.  This, 
paired with a flourishing relationship the UVM FTP, has been the focus of our 
educational involvement.  ICF, it seems, is in a unique position of being close enough to 
Burlington for productive collaboration, while also and large enough economically to 
direct some resources to the effort.  We have emerged, to some degree, as a major testing 
ground for certain aspects of the efforts.  ICF is able, through our size and production 
capacity to trial, demonstrate, test, and give away produce to schools in the process of 
developing food strategies.5  This has been a good role for ICF to date.  We occasionally 
sell produce to the schools, as well as directing donations that way. 

 
Economic partners.  ICF serves as a major market for many local producers.  In 2011 
we purchase about $27,000 in local food from other farms and producers:  Does Leap 
Farm, Gerard’s Bread, Bread and Butter Farm, Jericho Settlers Farm, Dragonfly 
Sugarworks, Happy Bee Apiary, and City Chicks.  While some of these producers have 
alternative markets, ICF often is an easier partner, with prompter (well in advance of 
delivery in some cases) payments and a predictable demand. 
 
Other community partners.  ICF has provided and offered use of our facilities for the 
evolving network of groomed winter ski trails in the Intervale.  A brainchild of Local 
Motion, it is exciting to see the trail network taking off.  Hope for snow!  And ice – we’ll 
pilot a community skating area on the compost swale if conditions permit. 

                                                
5  It is imperative to note, though, none of this would have happened, nor would many of these things continue to 
happen, were it not for the effort of Bonnie Acker, and to a lesser degree of Abbie Nelson of NOFA-VT.  This 
dynamic duo has been like the wind and the tide in shaping the shoals of school food in the Burlington area, and like 
those forces, are having amazing downstream ripple effects. 
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End #6: A community farm accessible to an economically diverse membership. 
COMPLIANT.  Structure similar to 2010 with 2011 data. 
Interpretation/definition:  I define ‘community farm’ sufficiently in the Global E and the 
interpretation of E3.  As I see it, “accessibility” has three parts: affordability, transportation, and 
awareness.  An economically diverse membership reflects the breadth of income levels in our 
local community, and is best assessed by looking at our Supported Share program.  
Regarding affordability, one major factor in fostering an economically diverse membership is 
keeping the overall share price relatively closed to that of comparable market cost.  Many middle 
and lower income families would consider leaving ICF were we to significantly increase the cost 
of our produce beyond that of comparable market value, despite the other aspects of community, 
place, and adventure provided by ICF.  Another major element in ensuring affordability are the 
supported share programs:  our Supported Share program, where qualifying households receive a 
50% discount on the price of their membership, and the Senior Farm Share program through 
NOFA-VT, which purchases $50, 10-week memberships in Vermont CSAs for qualifying low-
income seniors.   ICF defines “low-income” households as those with incomes less than 185% of 
federal poverty level -- members that qualify for Food Stamps (3SquaresVermont), Women, 
Infants, and Children (WIC), Social Security Disability, or Farm to Family Coupons, among 
other programs.  We could justifiably define ”low-income” with far higher numbers than 185% 
of poverty, but this is an easy to use standard that many participants are familiar with.   
Transportation is an obstacle for some low-income households.  Unfortunately ICF is not 
located on a bus line.  We know of a few that individuals refrain from joining the ICF due to lack 
of transportation, but do not know the size of this pool.  We could work to encourage carpools, 
because people will not join if they don’t feel as though they can get to the ICF.  If they really 
need to carpool to get to the farm, they probably will have worked this out prior to deciding to 
join.  The Senior Farm Shares are picked-up and delivered to participants at the 230 St. Paul St. 
Burlington Housing Authority apartments, so any transportation issues regarding those shares are 
eliminated.  Inasmuch as the city is encouraging and building cycling and pedestrian access and 
Intervale Road improvement are under discussion, our transportation-access profile should 
improve.   Having the paved section of the road repaired can’t but help our cycling and 
pedestrian appeal. 
Awareness of the ICF as an option is a critical part of access:  if households with low-incomes 
are not aware of ICF, then we are not very accessible to them.  We do well with word of mouth; 
most of our new Supported Shares come through this channel.  This is, however, self-limiting, as 
we only bring in new folks who know someone who is already a member of ICF.  My qualitative 
sense is that our low-income households predominantly fall into student families and well-
educated young families with children.  Members (or potential members) who fit this profile 
appear to have a reasonable awareness of ICF, as the vast majority of new (& existing) 
Supported Share members each year fall into this category.  We do not have very many 
households that are from less-advantaged low-income populations, though anecdotally I think we 
edged a bit more in that direction in the last couple of years.   It looks that we may have a new 
partnership with Intervale Center develop for the 2012 season, though, which could improve our 
ability to reach underserved populations significantly. 
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Data:   Affordability.  Historically our share prices have provided savings to our members of 
around 50% over comparable market costs.  2011 savings were far below, averaging 
about 20% bonus over market. The basic summary is depicted in the graph shown in 
figure 4 below.6 

 
Figure 4:  ICF Share value through time 

Senior Shares received roughly $75 per share for the $50 voucher value.   Winter Share values 
for 2010-2011 season were about 10% savings over comparable market cost.  As much of the 
premium of the summer share savings is based on PYO crops and the uncertainty of potential 
bounty, winter share crops are much less likely to return the huge bonus savings of the summer 
shares. 
Clearly, affordability to those of limited and modest means is of great concern to the general 
membership, as evidenced by discussions and concerns voiced in the co-op conversion 
conversation.  Most of the commentary recorded and heard by me has been directly addressed 
toward continuing to keep the ICF accessible in the affordability sense. 

                                                
6  Our ‘market cost’ is defined by averaging prices from farmers’ markets and City Market. We look first for local, 
organic produce prices; when not available we then look to local, conventional, then to non-local organic, and 
finally to non-local, conventional.  We estimate an average annual price for each item, accounting for seasonal 
fluctuation.  We do our best to accurately assess a weighted average value of the ‘roots choice’ since each veggie 
commands a different retail price.  What we end up with is an accurate aggregate value for each share but each 
member’s value will likely deviate from that value.  PYO crop value is calculated from the PYO market price 
(things typically PYO like berries), or as the organic retail price, minus the harvest labor portion of the cost of 
production.  PYO contribution to share value is figured by recording the available PYO crops for each harvest day, 
and then halving that.  Based on what we observe, most people pick flowers and berries when available.  Most 
people do not pick all available PYO each week, but most pick something.  Figuring 50% of available PYO seems 
like a reasonable average, based on staff observations and prior year survey results. 
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Data:  Transportation.  We have not directed much attention toward ensuring transportation or 
reducing it as a barrier.  I’ve generally laid down my notion of our own private van or bus route, 
not that it couldn’t be something appealing in the future.  We will continue to be involved in 
conversations around improving Intervale Road for cycling and pedestrian access, though it isn’t 
entirely germane to keeping the farm physically-accessible; it would merely provide safer and 
better options for getting to the farm.  
Data:  Awareness can use a major upgrade.  I think that we are missing a fairly large potential 
group of limited-income households, and we have done very little outreach in recent years.  I 
have hopes that a partnership with IC may help us in this regard. 

Data:  Supported Share participation.  I consider Small, Medium, and Large shares with equal 
weight in calculating the percentage of membership households receiving Supported Shares.   
Each Senior Farm Share is considered as a Small share equivalency of 6:1, given the $50 
vouchers for each senior and the quantity of produce we send to them.  For Winter Shares, I 
consider the number of Winter Shares as defining the size of the ‘membership’.  Supported 
Shares cover 50% of the cost of the membership, while Senior Shares are free to the participants. 
The 50% rate brings the cost of ICF produce well below that of conventional supermarket 
produce while remaining vastly better in terms of flavor, freshness, variety, and health.   

For the 2011 Summer Shares, we had 52 Supported share members, inclusive of the Senior Share 
equivalency noted above.  This is spot on with our 10% goal. 
It is worth noting that considering only our number of ICF Supported Share and Senior Farm 
Share members undercounts the number of low-income households, since we know of some low-
income households that do not ask for or receive supported shares, and we have many more 
households that would qualify as low-income if we even slightly re-defined our criteria. 


